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Singleton, Van Haur to Vie 
For Ryman Award in May
Fellowship Exam Will Be Given After Senior Finals 
On “Traditional Scope of Economics” ; 
Winner to Receive $2,000
Twenty-six Start 
Glee Club Tour 
Of State Cities
Melvin Singleton, Vida, and Robert Van Haur, Hilger, will 
compete for the Ryman Economics Fellowship award shortly 
after senior examinations May 7, Dr. Harold Tascher, sociology 
professor, has announced. The fellowship is awarded every 
four years based on a $10,000 per-' 
manent endowment.
The Ryman Fellowship will be 
given according to the "traditional 
scope of economics,” university of­
ficials, who have been considering 
a more liberal version of the 
award, stated. The decision was 
believed to be in accord with the 
founder's ideas.
Mabelle Gould and Nan Shoe­
maker, Missoula, both were under 
consideration for the award but the 
interpretation given by officials 
excludes them from competition, 
since their field deals with the so­
cial economics phase.
Singleton and Van Haur are sen­
iors in economics.
Contestants’ Records
Singleton has a grade point in­
dex of 2.S6. He is a member of 
Central board, Captain of Brigade, 
member of Scabbard and Blade, 
president of Interfratemity coun­
cil and president of Store board.
He is a member of Silent Sentinel, 
men’s honorary; Kappa Tau, eco­
nomics honorary, and Phi Sigma 
Kappa, social fraternity.
Van Haur*s grade point index is 
2.25. He is a member of Silent 
Sentinel, Store board, Newman 
club, Scabbard and Blade, rifle 
team, South hall dub, economics 
clubs and Kappa Tau.
“Both are majors in business ad­
ministration and are interested in 
government work and private in­
dustry,” stated Tascher.
Oral Exam
Department and administrative 
officers will conduct an oral ex­
amination to decide which of the 
two students will receive the Fel­
lowship, according to Tascher. The 
date has not been fixed definitely 
but the test will be given soon after 
comprehensive senior examina­
tions.
About $2,000 will be given the 
winner of the award, said Tascher, 
to be used for graduate study in 
economics in an accredited uni­
versity. The money will not be 
given in a lump sum, T a s c h e r  
added.
Cliff Carmody 
Named H ead  
Of Newmans
Gilmore Speaks to Club 
Sunday; Prendergast 
Is Elected
Twenty-six members of the 
University Men’s Glee dob left 
yesterday morning on a state­
wide tour to last until April 30. 
The club, directed by Dean De- 
Loss Smith, will give concerts 
in 13 Montana cities.
Feature of the club's program 
will be a light opera, “Trial by 
Jury,” by Gilbert and Sullivan. 
Club members will impersonate 
female characters in the opera. 
Other parts wUl consist of 
chorus numbers, vocal solos, 
marimba solos and marimba- 
accordion duet.
Cities the Glee club will give 
programs in are Deer Lodge, 
Anaconda, Manhattan, Bozeman, 
Big Timber, Billings, Laurel, 
Forsyth, Miles City, Lewis town, 
Stanford, Belt and Helena.
Many Adults 
Want Classes 
In Shorthand
Education Survey Shows 
Commercial Studies 
Most Popular
Final results of an education and 
recreational s u r v e y  show that 
shorthand would be the most popu­
lar adult education feature with 
typing, bookkeeping and accoun- 
ing following in order. Laboratory 
classes in sociology and economics, 
co-operating with the Works Prog­
ress administration, have com­
pleted tabulations of 1,071 ques­
tionnaires sent out to determine 
demand for night class adult edu­
cation.
Feeding the family stole the show 
in household education, with ball­
room dancing favored on the so­
cial side of the ledger. In cultural 
education the piano won honors 
over the guitar, voice, languages, 
music appreciation, oil painting 
and literature.
Majority of responses signified 
a desire to see night school begin 
in Missoula. Vocational, cultural 
and social education and household 
arts were listed on the 2,000 blanks 
distributed in February.
Classes in adult education have 
already been established as a di- 
(Continued on Page Four)
Dance Interpreters
Fowler and Tamara, internationally known dancers, are scheduled 
for appearance at 8 o’clock tonight in the last of this season’s Com­
munity Concert series.
Skitters to Give 
Children’s Play 
In Silver Room
Kindergarten Theme Will Be Plot 
Of Act Thursday 
At Mixer
Seven precocious kindergarten 
children speculating on t h e i r  
teacher’s inhibitiohs is the plot of 
the play which Skitters will pre­
sent at a matinee mixer from 4 to 
6 o’clock Thursday in the Silver 
room. A dancing act will accom­
pany the skit, “Progressive Edu­
cation.”
Donna Faye Spurting, Missoula, 
is manager of production, costumes 
and properties. Ruth Oie, Big Tim­
ber, is director. Cast members are: 
Kindergarten children, Laila Belle 
Woods, Livingston; Annetta Grun- 
ert, Butte; Mary Rose Chappellu, 
Belfry; Betty Vickers, Virginia 
City; Tom Regan, Helena,' and Bud 
Stokes, Valier. School teacher, 
Wanda Williams, Boulder.
“Costuming this skit has been 
amusing, and I’m sure everyone 
will enjoy the spectacle modern 
nursery school children present,” 
said Spurling yesterday.
“Progressive Education,” writ­
ten by University of Chicago dra­
matics students, has “plenty of 
laughs,” according to Ruth Oie.
Honorary Initiates 
Three Thursday
Jack Asal, Cascade; John Ask- 
vold, Saco, and Edward Herda, 
Judith Gap, were initiated Thurs­
day by Kappa Psi, men’s national 
pharmaceutical honorary. Meeting 
was held in Science hall.
. Clifford Carmody, Kalispell, for­
mer treasurer, was elected presi­
dent of Newman club at a meeting 
in St. Anthony’s hall Sunday. Most 
Reverend J. M. Gilmore, Bishop of 
Helena, spoke to the club on Cath 
olic education.
Ann Prendergast, B u t t e ,  was 
elected vice-president, A g n e s  
Weinschrott, Plevna, secretary, and 
Michael Walsh, Butte, treasurer.
Carmody named James McMahon,
McCabe, to succeed Joe McDowell 
as chairman of the club’s Newman 
Foundation committee.
Bishop Gilmore traced the his- First Freshman day in Montana State university history 
, tory of Cardinal Newman, great w o i b e  May 6, said Jack Hagens, director, yesterday. Desig-fej -ssste« g"“ "»p"*™»
I necessary in all the fields of th e ' treshman convocation, games and other activities at Montana
First Freshman Green Day 
To Be May 6, Says Hagens
Program Will Include Montana Power Park Picnic, 
Convocation, Carnival; Fee Must Be Paid 
Before Confirmation Is Final
|  world and the Catholic church’s 
■; position is important in today’s 
: history.
Constitution of the club w as! men must pay the Green day fee 
amended to provide for the elec-]before 4:30 o'clock tomorrow, or 
tion of Newman club officers in the the play day would be cancelled.
Power park and a carnival in the*' 
Gold room.
Hagens emphasized that fresh-
April meeting instead of the sec­
ond meeting of the fall quarter.
Bishop Gilmore approved the 
Newman Foundation undertaking 
and said he looked forward to see­
ing a definite basis for Catholic 
.education established by the New­
man club.
“Fees may be paid to solicitors or 
at a special table in the Student 
store,” he said.
Convocation will be at 11 o’clock 
in the Student Union theater. Sing­
ing, dancing, two skits, an orches­
tra and short talks will feature the 
assembly. At 1 o'clock freshmen 
will meet at Main hall, where 
Pat Driscoll, Butte, has w ith-] transportation will await them to 
drawn from school because of the Montana Power park, according to 
illness of her mother. I Hagens.
Games and softball will occupy 
the afternoon until 5:30 o’clock, 
when picnic lunch will be served. 
Following lunch a bonfire will be 
built and group singing will take 
place.
Freshmen then will travel to the 
Gold room, where a carnival dance 
with novelties will complete the 
Freshman day.
Committee chairman for festivi­
ties are: Food, Jean Cameron 
games, Bud McLeod; earnival, 
Lawrence LaCasse; dance, Ruth 
Harrison; transportation, Bob Wal­
ker, and convocation, Agnes Robin­
son.
Dance Team 
Will Appear 
In Program
Last Community Concert 
Of Season Begins 
At 8 o’Clock
Two internationally f a m o u s  
dance interpreters, Fowler and 
Tamara, will appear in the Stu­
dent Union theater at 8 o’clock to­
night in the last program of the 
Community Concert series. Stu­
dents may obtain tickets in the 
Student Union office this afternoon 
until 4 o’clock.
Fowler and Tamara danced in 
the Follies Bergere in Paris, and 
have been featured in London and 
Broadway stage shows. Last year 
they spent nine months on the 
continent where they appeared in 
Budapest, Copenhagen and many 
Italian cities.
In the program tonight Fowler 
and Tamara open in a dance in 
which the slow and sensuous at­
mosphere of India is visually ex­
pressed in sharp greens and cloth 
of gold. In the Gavotte of the
(Continued on Page Four)
Radio Listeners 
To Hear Forum 
Tomorrow Night
First of New Discussion Series 
Will Be Broadcast; Debate 
On Neutrality Policy
First of a series of. Campus Con­
gresses to be broadcast directly 
from KGVO studios will be pre­
sented at 9 o’clock Wednesday 
night. Radio audience will hear a 
discussion on “Should Congress 
Adopt the O’Connell Resolution?”
proposed alteration of United 
States neutrality policy, said Roger 
Hoag, spring quarter leader of the 
student forum.
“Campus Congress is presenting 
these radio forums as an experi­
ment,” said Hoag. “The committee 
will continue discussions by radio 
this quarter if they prove more 
popular than discussion forums. In 
the future radio forums are 
planned on the Vinson navy bill 
and Missoula adult education.” .
Plea for adoption of the O’Con­
nell resolution will be given by 
Michael J. Walsh, pre-law student 
from Butte, and Dan Kelly, junior 
in English from Butte. Arguments 
opposed to adoption of the change 
in America’s neutrality policy will 
be advanced by Eugene Mahoney, 
graduate lawyer from Anaconda, 
and Homer Hooban, Florence, so­
cial s c i e n c e  sophomore. Bill 
Browning will be chairman.
Hoag said the O’Connell resolu­
tion would alter United States' 
neutrality policy in making it pos­
sible to help countries that are 
victims of aggression, by eco­
nomically boycotting the aggressor 
country.
PW A Grant 
M ay A llo w  
Construction
New Chemistry-Pharmacy 
Building Is Possibility 
For Near Future
Montana's p r o p o s e d  $250,000 
chemistry-pharmacy building is 
one of 29 pending state projects on 
which work could start immedi­
ately if th6 extension of PWA, now
(Continued on Page Four)
B oard Names 
Kaimin Editor, 
Sentinel H ead
Forbis, Mueller, Andrews 
And Findell Receive 
Recommendations
Bill F o r b i s ,  Missoula, and 
Charles Mueller, Deer Lodge, were 
recommended for editor of the 
Kaimin and Sentinel respectively 
by Publications board at a meeting 
last week. Business manager rec­
ommendations made by Publica­
tions board were Dan Findell, Mis­
soula, for the Kaimin, and Bill An­
drews, Glendive, for the Sentinel.
Recommendations go b e f o r e  
Central board today. They may 
accept or reject names submitted. 
The new Kaimin editor will take 
over his duties immediately after 
track meet.
Noted Sculptor 
Plans R eturn  
To University
Julius Struppeck Added 
To Summer Session 
For 1938
Julius Struppeck, fine arts in­
structor at the University of 
Louisiana and noted sculptor, will 
return as a visiting professor at 
Montana’s s u m m e r  session this 
year. Struppeck has been re­
appointed to the fine arts depart­
ment here, according to Dr. G. D. 
Shallenberger, director.
A sculptor of note, Struppeck re­
cently completed several stone fig­
ures for the business administra­
tion building at Louisiana. He 
previously completed three full- 
length limestone carvings of presi­
dents of the University of Okla­
homa'. His works in clay, bronze, 
wood and stone have been prize 
winners.
Struppeck did most of his work 
at Louisiana and Oklahoma uni­
versities. He took his bachelor of 
fine arts degree at Louisiana in 
1936. He is a member of the Okla­
homa Art association, the Southern 
States Art league, El Modjii, and 
Delta Pi Delta.
Last summer 18 students were 
registered in sculpture classes 
under Mr. Struppeck.
The Montana summer session 
will feature courses in 36 major 
fields of activity. Work will be 
offered toward the Montana certi­
ficate of qualification to teach. An 
extensive recreational program has 
been planned.
Mel Singleton S elected  
Interscholastic Chairman
Paul A. Bischoff, Housing Director, Appoints Head 
Of Student Track Meet Committee; Nimbar 
Named Secretary of Organization
Paul A. Bischoff, Interscholastic housing chairman, ap­
pointed Melvin Singleton, Vida, student chairman of the Inter­
scholastic track meet committee. Tana Nimbar, Miles City, 
was named secretary of the committee. The housing commit­
tee has charge of arranging ac-‘ 
comodations for the several hun­
dred contestants in the annual In­
terscholastic track and field meet.
Several other student committees 
were appointed by Bischoff and 
Singleton. The members of all the 
committees will meet tomorrow at 
4 o’clock in the large meeting 
room.
John Hanrahan, Miles City, and 
Ruth Christiani, Red Lodge, were 
named on the housing decorations 
committee which will have charge
Realistic Action 
Dominates Play 
Of Old Mexico
Simple, realistic situations inter­
preted by the noted photographer, 
Paul Strand, dominate the plot of 
’The Wave,” fourth foreign pic­
ture sponsored by the Masquers, 
which will appear at a local the­
ater Thursday.
Strand, called “the greatest pho­
tographer in the world” by Serge 
Eisensteiri, filmed the folk-drama 
of a group of Mexican fishermen 
in a real little fishing village on 
the Gulf of Vera Cruz.
The story concerns Miro, a 
young fisherman, who suffers with 
the other men of his village when 
fish are scarce and a grafting fish- 
dealer refuses to pay more than a 
p i t t a n c e  for the fishermen’s 
cat.ches.
Miro calls his comrades together 
and proposes that they stand to­
gether to demand a better price 
for their fish. Juan, a scheming 
politician, advises against the step. 
Later the ranks of the fishermen 
split, with Miro leading one party 
and Miguel, another fisherman, 
heading another.
In a fight between the two fac­
tions Juan kills Miro and both 
parties rally around Miro’s body 
determined to better their living 
conditions by getting a better price 
for their fish.
of fraternity and sorority decora­
tions contest.
Burke Thompson, Great Falls, 
and Nonie Lynch, Missoula, are 
the transportation committee.
Campus Decorations
W e s l e y  Castles, Superior, is 
chairman of the campus decora­
tions committee, which will have 
charge of the decorations at the 
university. Bill Stevens and Nor- 
val Bonawitz, Missoula, are other 
members of the committee.
Bob Pantzer, Livingston, was 
named chairman of the informa­
tion booth. Joe King, Livingston; 
Ty Robinson, Kalispell; Grace Nel­
son, Shelby; Jack DeMers, Mis­
soula; Marion Ritter, Fort Benton; 
Virginia Flanagan, G r e a t  Falls, 
and Nina Webber, Berkeley, Cali­
fornia, are the members of the in­
formation committee.
Don Larson, Great Falls, is pub­
licity chairman, assisted by John 
Campbell, Missoula.
Scheuch to Address 
1 9 3 8  S en io r Class 
At 41st Graduation
Commencement Speaker Will Arrive Here May 15; 
President Emeritus to Discuss Progress,
Early History of University *
Frederick C. Scheuch will speak at Montana’s forty-first 
Commencement this year, the president’s office announced 
yesterday upon receipt of his acceptance, The president emeri­
tus and original faculty member will arrive May 15. Presi­
d e n t  George Finlay Simmons will 
give the Baccalaureate address, 
following a tradition that the presi­
dent shall address one of the two 
graduation occasions. Baccalaure­
ate will be June 5, Commencement 
June 6.
Scheuch’s Talk
The early period of the univer­
sity and its progress will be the 
subject of Scheuch’s talk, the presi­
dent’s office said. He and Dr. M.
J. Elrod, former head of the bi­
ology department,- w i l l  receive"'
Spebiian Elected 
M Club Leader 
For Next Year
Jim Spelman, Anaconda, Griz­
zly football guard, was elected 
M club president last Tuesday.
Spelman, who will serve for one 
year, succeeds Joe Pomajevich,
Missoula, retiring president.
Other officers elected at the j honorary degrees of doctor of laws 
meeting are John Dolan, Hel- I at Commencement.
The president emeritus joined 
the original faculty in 1895 to teach 
| French, Spanish and German. He 
was professor of engineering when 
the course was taught at the uni­
versity.
Scheuch served as acting presi­
dent from 1915 to 1917, and from 
the death of President H o r a c e  
Clapp in May, 1935, until the in- 
— „  _  auguration of Dr. Simmons in
I It  I ^ p t l i p p i *  January, 1936. He was vice-presi- 
dent bom  19n Untu resigna.  
tion last year. During a leave of 
absence in 1922 he studied in Eu­
rope.
cna, vice-president; H o w a r d  
Wheatley, Missoula, secretary- 
treasurer, and Jack Boon, Hel­
ena, alumni correspondent.
Spanish War 
Will Be Topic
Washington State Teacher
To Speak Friday 
At Assembly
Dr. J. Horace Nunemaker, for­
eign language department head at 
Washington State college, will 
speak at Friday’s convocation on 
the Spanish civil war. Dr. Nune­
maker spend eight summers in 
Spain as head of groups of Ameri­
can teachers.
Nunemaker has been professor 
of foreign languages at Washing­
ton State since 1928. A Phi Beta 
Kappa, he graduated from Ohio 
State university in 1926. He taught 
in high schools in Chautauqua, 
New York, then taught Spanish in 
the extramural division of New 
York university and also at Wis­
consin university.
He has edited sevral modem 
language publications and has con­
tributed a number of articles to 
professional magazines. He was 
married in 1920. The Nunemakers 
have two children.
Co-editors Are Picked 
For Freshman Kaimin
Irene Pappas, Butte, and Wil­
liam James, Sand Coulee, have 
been selected as co-editors of the 
freshman Kaimin which will ap­
pear Friday. The annual freshman 
edition, issued each spring, is pub­
lished by the elementary journal­
ism- class.
Social Work club will meet in 
the Eloise Knowles room at 7:30 
o’clock tonight.
International Relations Club 
To Sponsor Vassar Speaker
Molly Yard to Give Anti-War Talk Tomorrow Night 
At Montana’s Student Demonstration 
For World Peace Movement
Molly Yard, nationally known Vassar college student leader, 
will speak on “The Campus Strikes Against War” at 7:30 
o’clock tomorrow night in the Copper room under the auspices 
of the International Relations club. Miss Yard will be guest 
at a 6 o’clock dinner tomorrow and*' 
a student-faculty luncheon Thurs-
Eariy Education
Son of United States consul,' 
Scheuch got his primary education 
in Barcelona, Spain, and his ele­
mentary schooling at Frankfort- 
on-the-Main, Germany. When he 
entered Purdue in 1889 he could 
not speak English, but soon learned 
the language.
Graduating in 1893, he received 
a master’s degree at Purdue in 
1894. He will attend a forty-fifth 
class reunion there Friday.
Last year Professor and Mrs. 
Scheuch d o n a t e d  the Straughn 
Scheuch scholarship of $30 a month 
for an outstanding junior student. 
The fund is in memory of his son, 
a Montana student who died in 
1920.
Scheuch is a member of Sigma 
Chi, and helped to establish the 
local chapter.
dent of International Relations 
club, said.
Miss Yard, who was born in 
China, is now on her way there as 
a member of an international stu­
dent delegation. She is national 
, , „ secretary of the American Student
war which will take place on many Uni an executive of the student 
of the country’s campuses tomor- for Industrial Democracy>
day. Two s t u d e n t  conferences 
have been arranged for Thursday.
"This meeting represents Mon­
tana State university’s part in the 
nation-wide demonstration against
row. Last year more than two a council member of the National
million students throughout the student Federation of America. 
United States took part in the Mjss Yard wffl lead a ^ v e r s i ty  
movement,” Walter Coombs, presi-1 (Conu„„»i „» Pag. Four)
World Events 
To Be Theme 
For Speakers
Intercollegiate Debaters 
Will Draw Subjects 
Next Saturday
“The world as students see it” 
will be the theme of the annual 
Intercollegiate Oratorical associa­
tion meeting Saturday, according 
to James N. Holm, instructor in 
speech.
Contestants in both oratorical 
and extemporaneous speaking will 
present viewpoints on various as­
pects of modem life. Entries this 
year will be from the university, 
the S c h o o l  of Mines, Montana 
State college, Northern Montana, 
Carroll college and Intermountain.
At 12:30 o’clock Saturday each 
school’s two entrants in the ex­
temporaneous contests will draw 
specific topic-headings according to 
which of three general subjects 
they have prepared. The general 
s u b j e c t s  are “Japan Invades 
China,” "The Government and the 
Farmer" a n d  "Democracy o r 
What?”
S p e e c h e s  will begin at 1:30 
| o’clock, after the contestants have 
had an hour at the library to pre­
pare specific topics. Two groups, 
Library 118 and 119, will partici­
pate in the first round.
From the two first-rpund groups 
two or three winners will draw 
second topics, prepare speeches 
j from 3 to 4 o’clock and speak again 
at 4 o’clock in the Copper room. 
The three winners selected from 
the finalists will receive gold, sil— 
I ver and bronze medals.
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Dilemma —
And Railroads
In the United States intelligent planning 
has been accepted as the only rational sub­
stitute for the haphazard laissez-faire for­
merly in vogue. Every economic and social 
problem of importance must be solved by evo­
lution of a plan based on research into the 
problem and all its relative aspects. Only 
through such coordination of fact and eco­
nomic law can a satisfactory solution be ob­
tained.
For the last few weeks the United States 
railroads have received much attention from 
economists, lawmakers and even the presi­
dent. Railroad revenue and carloadings have 
fallen to depression levels. The dilemma has 
challenged even the resourceful panacea- 
builders of the New Deal.
,_^Three courses are open to the economist 
who would resuscitate an “over-built” indus­
try. He may allow economic law to contract 
the business to an economical unit, he may 
“cushion” the contraction in order to allevi­
ate the bad social and economic effects of too 
rapid adjustment or he may artificially stimu­
late and foster the industry into a new pros­
perity. The latter two have come to be known 
as “planning”; the former is laissez-faire.
The American railroads have admittedly 
over-built in many territories, but their abil­
ity to serve is still widely recognized, and no 
one denies their place in our transportation 
facility organization. With this in mind, a 
Montana State university instructor, after a 
casual study of the problem suggests the fol­
lowing plan to lead the railroads back into 
prosperity and save the rest of the nation as 
well. The plan might even be financed by the 
bureau of education until the time when Dr. 
Robert M. Hutchins and his critics come to 
an agreement as to “what is education?”
The instructor’s plan:
1. By special appropriation, the government 
will buy, every four years, a railroad ticket 
for every adult entitling the holder to a trans­
continental railroad trip or its equivalent.
2. The ticket holder must begin his trip not 
later than one week after ticket is received, 
and his employer will be required to give him 
a two weeks’ vacation with pay. Long stop­
overs for honeymoon trips will be arranged 
to encourage marriage.
3. Tickets will be acceptable on airplanes 
and buses for limited numbers of passengers.
4. Passengers must not travel over the same 
route twice within two years.
As the average cross-country fare would be 
$100 under the reduced rate offered for these 
mass vacations, the 7,000,000 people traveling 
each year would yield a $700,000,000 revenue 
in lieu of the present $400,000,000 annually. 
Freight revenue, increasing with general 
prosperity, would boost the total rail revenues 
by one-sixth.
Immediate purchases of supplies, equip­
ment and labor would throw thousands of dol­
lars into general circulation. Food and accom­
modation consumption would alleviate the 
farm and tourist industries of every section. 
Every industry would rouse itself to new life, 
and the widening wave of better days would 
gather momentum until it reached the re­
motest corner of the globe.
The plan would not be without social justi­
fication, either. In the course of half a life­
time all American citizens will have made 
from five to seven trips to different parts of 
the nation. Sectional differences would be 
erased, and a regional group relationship 
would arise to bind the nation together in 
common fellowship and good feeling.
The financing of the plan is simple and 
would fall far below the cost entailed in RFC 
loans to the crippled carriers. A special in­
come taxi levied on money expended, not 
money earned or saved, will provide a fund 
to operate the plan. Thus, the spenders, those 
who really benefit from the plan, will bear 
the expense, and the large spenders will bear 
the largest portion of it.
The Montana instructor is contemplating 
taking his plan to the people, feeling certain 
that he can get out of it at least a 30-day sen­
tence from a house investigating committee 
and a presidential pardon—with perhaps a 
slight recession.
Drags Count 
For Grads
Just when high schools and colleges are add­
ing finishing touches to the annual output of 
“you who stand at the threshold of life,” sci­
ence proves that students about to receive de­
grees should have spent their time knowing 
influential people rather than facts if they 
want jobs.
Dr. Hazel Pf Gaudet of the University of 
Newark reseach center recently declared to 
the Eastern Branch of the American Psycho­
logical association in New York City in sub­
stance, “It isn’t what you know but who you 
know that determines the job you land."
NYA co-operation with the Newark school 
in a New Jersey county made possible a com­
parison of young people who left work-relief 
projects for regular employment with a 
matched group of those who failed to get jobs, 
in order to learn what it takes to get employ­
ment in the modem business or industrial 
world.
Friends were found to be the best qualifica­
tion a job seeker could possess. Of the people 
who h a v e  had employment, 70 per cent 
learned of their last position through friends 
or r e l a t i v e s ,  approximately 15 per cent 
through canvassing and only 10 per cent 
through advertisement and employment agen­
cies.
Not only must the job hunter have influ­
ential friends, but they must be able to recom­
mend the seeker, the study showed. Para­
doxically, some unemployed were more soci­
able, got out more with others and belonged 
to more organizations than those who had 
jobs. Dr. Gaudet attributes much of their 
joblessness to “too much sociability.”
Personality tests of workers showed they 
were more self-reliant, more stable and less 
self-centered than the jobless, despite the 
workers’ unsociability.
Release of scientific figures amplifies the 
“. . .  who you know” contention and virtually 
establishes it as a law. Since high schools and 
universities dump their annual crop of many 
unemployed on the world’s mental and fre­
quently on the labor markets, such graduates 
at least should be fortified with a course deal­
ing with “How to Know the Right People.” 
And that is a subject worthy of research by 
any university.
Culture —
Y ellowish-Green
Twenty-three years and four days ago a 
handful of men lay dying on the battlefields 
of France. This in itself is not noteworthy, 
because hundreds of men were being killed 
every day in the war; but these men were dy­
ing from the effects of the first successful 
poison gas attack of modern time.
Chemical warfare, which was used as early 
as-425 B. C. by the Spartans in Greece, was 
first used in modem times on April 22, 1915, 
by the ever resourceful German troops. The 
gas was the yellowish-green chlorine, and the 
first victims were negro French colonial 
troops occupying four miles of French lines.
These soldiers were totally unprepared for 
gas attacks, and the effect of the discharge, 
besides killing and disabling many soldiers, 
was to eliminate for a depth of several miles 
all resistance on the front affected.
The reason the soldiers were unprepared is 
queer in the light of modern events. It seems 
that the use of asphyxiating gases was 
prohibited by the Second International Peace 
Conference at the Hague in 1907, and the trust­
ing French believed in the sanctity of the 
covenant. Incidentally, this same conference 
also barred aerial bombardment and expand­
ing bullets.
Since that first gas attack by the Germans 
in France, chemical warfare has advanced 
greatly, until now it is at a state of deadly per­
fection. There are five main types of gases 
used in war. They are designed to cause one 
or more of the following: Pulmonary oedema 
with coughing of blood, temporary or per­
manent blindness, immediate death by paraly­
sis, intense pain in the eyes, nose and throat, 
and inflamation and bums of the skin, eyes 
and lungs.
Twenty-three years ago large-scale killing 
of soldiers with gas was begun in France. In 
the next war killing by gas will not be con­
fined to soldiers. It is easy to imagine the 
carnage if gas bombs as well as demolition 
bombs were being used in the destruction of 
Barcelona. In a better organized war, non- 
combatants in population centers-will un­
doubtedly be the objective of gas attacks by 
means of aerial bombs.
There is one good thing about the man with 
trouble on his mind. He never breaks into 
your office humming selections from a jazz 
opera.
This country has turned out some great men 
—and there are a lot of others in office that 
should be turned out.
What a different world this would be if we 
were all as smart as we think we are.
Society
Alpha Delta Pi 
Honors Blake
Members of Alpha Delta Pi en­
tertained presidents of all the 
sororities at a Sunday dinner hon­
oring Maxine Blake, national vice- 
president of Alpha Delta Pi.
Alumnae of Alpha Delta Pi were 
dinner guests Saturday at the 
chapter house.
Mrs. Alice Townsend, ’36, was a 
Sunday visitor of Alpha Delta Pi.
' Mr. and Mrs. Claude Elder and 
daughter, Catherine, M i s s o u l a ,  
were Sunday dinner guests of 
Delta Delta Delta.
Eleanor Snyder, Marian Rom- 
ersa and Judy Preston spent the 
week-end visiting in Great Falls.
Dorotha Buck and Doryce Lock- 
ridge spent the week-end visiting 
in Stevensville.
Helen Wells spent the week-end 
at her home in Whitefish.
Reita Curtis, Butte, was a week­
end guest of Delta Gamma.
Thetas Have 
Formal Initiation
Kappa Alpha Theta held formal 
initiation Friday night for Drea 
O’Connell, Butte; Maxine Roehl, 
Lewistown; Polly Steele, Butte, 
and Lois Bauer, Columbia Falls.
Jeanne Robinson, Missoula; Mr. 
and Mrs. James Holm and Jessie 
Walton were Sunday dinner guests 
of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Betty Parker, Bozeman, was a 
Thursday dinner guest of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma.
Alice Woodgerd, Missoula, was 
a Saturday dinner guest of Kappa 
Delta.
Sigma Kappa Mothers’ club met 
at the chapter house Friday after­
noon.
Betty Bernard, Kalispell, and 
Dorothy Dyer, Brady, were Satur­
day dinner guests of Sigma Kappa.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Turner were 
Sunday dinner guests of Phi Delta 
Theta.
Milton Garrison, Glasgow, flew 
by plane to Moscow, Idaho, to at­
tend the province conclave of Al­
pha Tau Omega.
Members of Alpha Tau Omega 
celebrated Ironsides day, Sunday.
Larry Gaughn, ’30, Billings, was 
a house guest this week-end of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the 
pledging of Charles Ames, Buffalo, 
South Dakota, and Jimmy McMa­
hon, McCabe.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Williams, 
Butte, were Sunday dinner guests 
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
William Horning, Superior; Wal­
ter Halvorson, Scobey, and Glenn 
Hamor, Missoula, were initiated 
into Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sunday.
Francis Corbin, Jack Richard­
son and Don Curry, Bozeman, 
were week-end guests of Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon.
Theta Chi Holds 
Formal Initiation
Theta Chi held formal initia­
tion Sunday for Hugh Smith, 
Twin Bridges; Roy Chapman, Bell­
flower, California; Don Frisbee, 
Cutbank; Bill Talcott, Nibbe; Don 
Hopkins, Whitefish, and Bob Mor­
ris, Antigo, Wisconsin. The chap­
ter entertained the new initiates at 
a banquet at the Grill Sunday 
afternoon.
Sigma Nu held formal initiation 
for Howard Casey, Butte, Satur­
day night.
Sigma Nu-Mothers' club held a 
tea for actives and pledges of Sig­
ma Nu at the home of Mrs. Dono­
van Worden, Sr., Sunday after­
noon.
Ann Sims, Ronan, was a week­
end guest at Corbin hall.
Freda Rosholt spent the week­
end at her home in Dutton.
Eleanor Enright visited in Silver 
Bow over the week-end.
Ruth Elgas spent the week-end 
at her home in Ballantine.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Deitrich, 
Deer Lodge, were Sunday dinner 
guests at Corbin hall.
Marjorie Hawke, Butte; Lura 
Fewkes, Troy; Marjory Long, 
Lodge Grass; Margaret and Mary 
Ellen Hunter were Sunday dinner 
guests at North hall.
Esther Larson, Helena, was a 
week-end guest of Mary Temple­
ton at North hall.
Marjorie Hovde, Helena, was a 
week-end guest of Isabel Parsons 
at North hall.
Lola Newhouse and E 1 o i s e 
Brown were Saturday dinner 
guests at North hall.
Geraldine Hocking spent Satur­
day visiting in Helena.
Chaperons of the North and Cor­
bin halls formal Saturday night 
were President and Mrs. George 
Finlay Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. 
Wallace Brennan, Dean and Mrs. 
R. H. Jesse, Acting Dean Mary El­
rod Ferguson, Dr. and Mrs. N. J.
<? SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, April 29
South Hall______________ Dance
Sigma Alpha Epsilon .Sport Dance 
Saturday, April 30
M avericks___________   Dance
Alpha P h i _____________ Formal
EX H UM ED
More Notes From Drawdough 
College
Since EXHUMED’s first article 
on Drawdough, the super-dollege, 
an institution which would clear a 
million dollars a year merely by 
offering students the opportunity 
to take what they wanted (in the 
way of courses, that is), a question 
has arisen as to outside activities 
at Drawdough.
“What,” say opponents of the 
Drawdough Plan, “will you do to 
provide students with those out­
side activities which are so neces­
sary to the broadening of a college 
man or women?”
The answer lies in the Draw­
dough Annex, an Outside Activity 
school. Here will come students 
who find that their work with the 
Senior Beekeeping Group, the 
Campus Duck Hunters or the 
Ping-Pong team has broadened 
them to the point where they can 
hardly see'around themselves.
The Annex, in contrast to Draw­
dough, which is all courses, will 
offer no courses. The student, on 
entering, will sign up for not less 
than 12 or more than 16 outside 
activities. He may work up from 
primary and introductory activi­
ties to membership in groups 
which are almost like Life Itself.
Quidworthy, ’42, for instance, 
will begin his career at the Annex 
by trying out for the Hop-Scotch 
team, painting scenery for the 
Junior Thunderers, writing plays 
for the Merry Mosquitoes and 
working as third sub-secretary on 
the campus magazine.
As Quidworthy’s career con­
tinues, he will get deeper and 
deeper into these various fields 
and will become so broadened and 
full of social graces that it will be 
almost impossible to distinguish 
him from the average graduate of 
any of our larger universities. He 
may know a little less about the 
subjects offered in regular cur­
ricula, but not much less.
Quidworthy’s overwhelming ad­
vantage over the average graduate 
will be that he has had no regular 
courses to distract him and take 
time from his outside activity pro­
gram. Whatever the benefits of 
outside activities are, he’ll have 
them in double measure.
It hardly seems worthwhile to 
inquire at this point whether 
Quidworthy will get a job or not. 
Presumably if Quidworthy, senior, 
has seen fit to put Quidworthy, 
junior, through the Annex he has 
enough money to take care of him 
after he gets out.
It must have been a nasty shock 
to the author of SIDELINES, 
sports column in the Montana Ex­
ponent, to read about Jack Emigh’s 
time in the 100 and 220 Saturday.
The Masquer invitational per-
Lennes, Mrs. Theodore Brantly 
and Mrs. Frank Turner.
Sigma Chi conducted initiation 
ceremonies Sunday for Jerry Con­
rad, Conrad; Albert Angstman, 
Sam Roberts, Henry Anderegg and 
Dick Ronan, Helena; John Mellor, 
Baker; James Poindexter and 
Hammit Porter, Stevensville; Dale 
Olson, Oklahoma City; Lew Brun- 
dage, Dillon; Bruce Babbitt, Liv­
ingston; Herbert McLeod and Wal­
ter Thleme, Missoula; Tom Mather, 
Edwin Bofto and Bill Bulen, Great 
Falls; George Forsythe, Gregson 
Hot Springs; Louis Fennelly and 
John Gillie, Butte, and George 
Nicholson, Cut Bank.
*-----------------------------------------
String Suits — Slacks 
Sweaters and Blouses
Whaley Style Shop
Let us do your
LAUNDRY AND 
CLEANING 
Missoula Laundry
Phone 3118
The Home of Fine Furniture
JENSEN
FURNITURE
135 West Main
Communications
(Editor’s note: The Montana 
Kaimin opens this column to cam­
pus comment and is not respons­
ible for fact, point of view, decision 
and structure of the communlca-
formance of Gilbert’s “Haste to the 
Wedding” revives the question: 
Why no Gilbert and Sullivan on 
this campus? Anybody who wants 
to come right out and say he 
doesn’t like the light operas of the 
Heavenly Twins can talk it over 
with the rest of the people who 
feel that way in the nearest tele­
phone booth.
If Chink Seymour wanted to 
help the Bear Paws in their Off- 
the-Grass campaign he m i g h t  
establish a walk-on-the-grass tra­
dition which would require all 
freshmen and sophomores to cut 
every corner on the campus.
Stardust
(Lawyer friends of Jackie Coo- 
gan’s step-father express the opin­
ion that the ex-child star has no 
legal claim on the money he made 
in the good old days.)
Little Baby Dimples makes a thou­
sand bucks a week,
And her Pa collects this trifle— 
pocket-money, so to speak;
And unless the legislature ever 
gets around to block it,
Baby Dimple’s pocket-money’s go­
ing to go to Papa’s pocket.
And when Baby Dimple’s twenty- 
one she’ll face the fact, no doubt, 
That her Papa’s gonna get her if 
she don’t watch out!
Little Bouncing Bobby is the idol 
of the screen,
And he’s earned enough already 
to retire at seventeen,
But unless he gets a lawyer keep­
ing track of all his pay 
He’ll grow up and join the forces 
of the WPA.
And it won’t do Bouncing Bobby 
any good to sit and pout,
’Cause his Papa’s gonna get him 
if he don’t watch out!
So it’s hardly any wonder that the 
Kiddy Stars don’t last;
JWith their high financial worries 
they are ageing pretty fast,
For they know it makes no differ­
ence how their, total earnings 
mount—
In the end they’ll find the balance 
is in Papa’s bank account.
And the whisper’s growing stead­
ily, and rising to a shout,
That your Papa’s gonna get you if 
you don’t watch out.
tion. The Kaimin will show no 
partiality regarding publication of 
communications. However, t h e y  
must have been written by either 
members of the student body or 
members of the university faculty 
and signed by the anthor. Such 
communications will be published 
unedited In this column.)
The success of “Green Day” de­
pends entirely upon the enthu­
siasm and co-operation of every 
member of the freshman class.
The fee of 50 cents must be 
turned in at the table in the Stu­
dent Union store by 4:30 Wednes­
day, April 27. If the amount 
turned in does not equal the 
amount set for the budget, the 
final and most important test of 
class spirit has failed miserably 
and plans for returning each col­
lection will be made.
The date set for “Green Day” is 
the afternoon and evening of May 
6. The convocation sponsored by 
the freshmen will be held "at 11 
o’clock, the picnic in Montana 
Power park in the afternoon, and 
an informal dance in the Gold 
room in the evening.
This affair is looked upon with 
favor by the administration ■ and 
the upperclassmen. If it is a suc­
cess, we are fortunate in having 
the first class in many years that 
has attempted to do a thing of this 
sort. If it is not a success, we can 
be assured that the criticisms 
made against us are true, that we 
have not class spirit and co-opera­
tion.
Your approval can be shown in
(Continued on Pa*e Four)
R O X Y
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
"Slaves in 
Bondage”
WEDNESDAY ONLY
"Mama Runs Wild”
MARY BOLAND and 
ERNEST TRUX 
— And —
"Public Cowboy No. I”
GENE AUTRY and 
ANN RUTHERFORD 
It's big Fun Night at the Roxy 
with extra good pictures. 
Don’t  Miss It!
THURSDAY
The Montana Masquers Present
"THE W A V E”
'Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
C O M M U N IT Y
LAST TIME TONIGHT
Fred Astaire 
Burns & Allen 
Joan Fontaine 
— In —
"A  DAM SEL  
IN D ISTRESS’
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
"Hopalong Cassidy 
Rides Again”
— Plus —
"The Great 
Gambini”
WILMA
WED.-SAT.
Jeanette MacDonald 
Nelson Eddy
"The Girl of the 
Golden West”
FRIDAY NITE ONLY
Owl Show 11:30 P.M.
On Onr Stage in Person
The Great Virgil 
and His 
Den of Living 
Nightmares
If you’re afraid of ghosts 
don’t come alone — bring a 
friend.
RIALTO
STARTS THURSDAY
"College Swing”
With Martha Raye 
Burns and Allen 
— And —
"RANG ER 
STEPS IN”
Bob Allen
LIBERTY
Tonlte Is Family Night
FOUR FOR 50 CENTS
’DEAD END”
Sylvia Sidney 
Joel McCrea
"HE ID I”
Shirley Temple 
Jean Hersholt
THE MASQUERS Present
THE WAVE
A Spanish Film with English Subtitles
ROXY
Thursday, April 28
GIVE /VIE PRINCE ALBERT TOR ANY  
KIND OF PIPE. IT PACKS RIGHT, SMOKES 
COOL— AND, SAY, 15 IT M ILD, 
MELLOW, AND TASTY!
SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince A lb er t I f 
you don't find it  the mellowest, tastiest pipe to­
bacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin  
w ith the rest of the tobacco in It to us at any 
time within a month from this date, and we will 
refund full purchase price, plus postafe(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Prince Albert
LB. J . BayaoUo Tobacco Go.
50 pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert
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Whadja Say, John?
--------------------------- By JOHN CAMPBELL '
A call for Mr. Robert Ripley! Montana university has a 
phenomenal rarity for the Believe-It-or-Not odditorium. Last 
week, Co-ed Joye Johnson borrowed a set of golf clubs and 
went par-chasing on the university links for the first time in 
her life. On the short 130-yard fourth hole, Miss Johnson 
drove slightly to the right of the flag, located low on the moun­
tain side. She and her partner watched the white pellet carom 
off the slope and roll down onto the green. Approaching the 
green no sign of the ball was to be seen. They searched weed 
plots and sand traps, but no ball. Finally, Golf Neophyte John­
son strolled over to the middle of the green, and there, resting 
in the cup was the ball for nothing short of a hole-in-one! She 
exclaimed, “Oh Joy!” Miss Johnson can now mail her rightful 
entry to the very exclusive National Hole-in-One club.
Another university sport sensation took place last week 
when Cinder Scorcher Jack Emigh shattered the 13-year-old 
220-yard dash record of Russell Sweet by flying down the track 
in the very fast time of 20.9 seconds. This 
mark is as good as any that will be made by 
college or professional runners this spring. 
Effortless Emigh eclipsed by four-tenths of 
a second the mark formerly held by Sweet, 
who is acclaimed Montana’s greatest track- 
ster. Especially notable about the Grizzly 
sophomore’s performance is the fact that his 
time was made in early season.while there’s 
still a slight chill in the air. Streamline 
Emigh, who also uses his smooth speed on 
the gridiron, will do some stepping again next Saturday when 
Montana meets Whitman at home. After the Missionaries 
come the Montana State Relays and Emigh will match flying 
spikes with the Bobcats’ stellar sprinter, White. Montana 
Exponent’s “Sidelines” columnist avers that White should 
have no trouble defeating the Kankakee Komet, who, in all 
probability, is “just another Grizzly runner.” Emigh’s recent 
times warrant that he’ll give White, whose four-year college 
track career ends this spring, something to think about.
After Sunday’s game, Columbia Lou Gehrig of the New 
York Yankees, baseball’s iron man and highest paid player, 
was sporting a batting average of exactly .043, with one hit 
in 23 trips to the plate. Perchance he misses DiMaggio and 
his batting rivalry. Joe DiMag will not see action for at least 
a week and each day he is set back $162. His $25,000 contract 
was officially signed in Ruppert’s brew-house yesterday.
Softball finally got started on the campus with a schedule 
beiiig drawn up for 15 different teams. Games will be played 
every suitable afternoon at the diamond behind the library. 
All the men and women who enjoy themselves at this sport 
during the remaining weeks of the school year can thank 
Promoter Bill Ahders.
Maverick and ATO baseball nines waded through opposi­
tion Saturday to remain undefeated. These two leaders will 
clash Thursday afternoon, May 5, in an effort to break the 
deadlock and decide the pennant. They’ll have to hire a spe­
cial umpire for this game, as the arbitrator shouldn’t be a 
Greek or an independent man.
The school that has a crackerjack baseball team is Whitman 
college. So far this season they have taken the measure of 
Washington State about six times, Idaho three times and have 
split series with Washington and Spokane clubs.
Saturday afternoon, just after the meet, who should come 
along with a brisk step and pleasant smile but Harry Adams. 
Hands and congratulations were extended to the Grizzly track 
coach, who made a great comeback from a serious throat afflic­
tion. Asked what he thought of the season’s opener, Harry 
replied, “The boys did fine and I was very proud of them.” 
Wonder if he realizes how proud his boys are of him?
State league baseball moguls are still in a quandary as to the 
fate of this year’s league. Anaconda failed to supply any 
definite answer, promising a definite reply this week.
M O i M iq ti
White Eleven 
Is Conquered 
By Red Team
Fullback Morris Makes 
First Tally; Game 
Ends 13-0
Huge, experienced l i n e m e n  
opened holes for fleet Red backs 
to defeat a stubborn White eleven 
13-0 Saturday morning. Reds 
scored twice in the first half, had 
a touchdown play called back in
The
College Shop
Missoula Merc. Co.
Offers the best lines — 
style, quality, economy.
-DOBBS HATS 
—ARROW SHIRTS
— ARROW TIES
— ARROW 
KERCHIEFS
-LEATHER
JACKETS
— POLO SHIRTS 
-SPRING SLACKS
— NEW ANKLETS 
—BUSH COATS
the third quarter and were deep in 
scoring territory at the final gun.
A surprise line buck, with Pull­
back Wes Morris carrying the mail 
35 yards, brought the first tally. 
After the Reds had slowly driven 
to the four-yard line, Ed Ogle 
crashed over his left tackle for the 
second touchdown.
The winning Red contingent was 
filled with veterans. Co-Captain- 
elect Johnny Dolan and Emil Ta- 
baracci on the wings, A1 Forte, Bob 
Thomally and Glen Van Bramer 
in the line and Fred Jenkin, Ed 
Ogle and Tommy Rolston in the 
Red backfield w e r e  impressive. 
The Whites’ attack was furnished 
by scrapping frosh, Jack Olsop, 
Herb Searles, Biff Hall, Bill She- 
gina, Tom O’Donnell,,Ted Gutz, 
Bill Mufich and Bill Rolston, the 
latter moving to the Red backfield.
Nugent Intercepts
Two plays after the k i c k o f f  
Frank Nugent intercepted a White 
pass on his own 38-yard line. Two 
Red plays failed, then Narbutas 
add Searles engaged in a kicking 
duel. Wes Morris sneaked through 
center and scampered 35 yards to 
score. His conversion place-kick 
barely went over the crossbar and 
Reds led, 7-0. Whites’ reverses, an 
offside penalty and Riveland’s line 
smashes brought Whites to the 
Reds’ 35-yard stripe, where Morris 
intercepted a pass.
Billy Rolston made a first down 
as the quarter ended. On the first 
play of the second quarter, Tom 
Rolston raced to Whites’ 14-yard 
line, Bill Shegina bringing down 
the midget dynamo after a 30-yard 
gallop. Gutz frustrated two at­
tempted plays on his end and Jen- 
kin plowed for two yards. Ed Ogle, 
on the final down, sliced off guard 
(Continued on Page Four)
Grizzlies Breeze by Cheney; 
Emigh Dashes to New Mark
Grizzly tracksters opened the season in smashing style Sat­
urday as they buried the invading Cheney Normal squad, 86 2/3 
to 441/3, on Domblaser field. Montana piled up 10 first places 
in 15 events. Stream-lined Jack Emigh breasted the tape 20 
yards ahead of the Held in the 220-6* 
yard dash to be clocked in 20.9 
seconds, a new Montana furlong 
record. The time eclipsed Russell 
Sweet’s 1925 mark by four-tenths 
of a second.
Emigh had previously won the 
100-yard dash in 9.9, nearly falling 
at the start but edging Cheney’s 
freshman ace, Carpeni, by six 
inches.
Seyler, High Scorer
A1 Eiselein in the hurdles a n d |secon^s‘
100-yard dash: Emigh, Montana, 
first; Carpeni, Cheney, second; 
Stenson, Montana, third. Time, 9.9 
seconds.
220-yard dash: Emigh, Montana, 
first; Stenson, Montana, second; 
Boyer, Montana, third. Time, 20.9 
seconds.
440-yard dash: Carpeni, Cheney, 
first; Olsen, Montana, second; 
Trosper, Montana, third. Time, 50
Emigh in the sprints captured four 
firsts for Montana. “Man of the 
meet” was the Grizzly basketball 
captain-elect, Jim Seyler. Seyler 
took high individual scoring hon­
ors, winning the high jump, broad 
jump and pole vault for a total of 
15 points. Cheney’s outstanding 
cinder star was Carpeni, who took
first and second for eight points.
First places for Montana also 
were scored by Wayne Gitchell in 
the two-mile, Harry Shaffer in the 
shot put and Don Holmquist in the 
javelin toss. After the first four 
events had been run off, Montana 
held a slight lead of 20-16. From 
then on, Grizzlies dominated al­
most every remaining 'event to 
leave Coach Reese’s men far be­
hind.
While Montana was making 
clean sweeps in the 220, high jump 
and two-mile run, Cheney annexed 
first places in the mile, discus, 440 
and 880. Two Savages made fast 
times when Carpeni ran the quar­
ter in 50 fiat and Zier, the 880 in 
2 minutes 1 second. Cheney’s mile 
relay team took an early lead and 
kept it to win the meet’s final 
event.
Results of the season’s opener:
880-yard run: Zier, Cheney,
first; Swanberg, Montana, second; 
Berland, Cheney, third. Time,
hitters are:
AB. H. Pet.
2:1.7. Brundage, S X ------- 4 3 .750
Mile run: Brown, Cheney, first; Kruzic, A TO -------- 10 6 .600
Godfrey, Montana, second; Barn- Flint, Mav . 5 3 .600
well, Montana, third. Time, 4:42.7. R. Scheartl, Mav..- 7 4 .571
Two-mile run: Gitchell, Mon- Dale Galles, PDT.... 8 4 .500
tana, first; Payne, Montana, sec- Jellison, SPE . — 8 4 .500
ond; Pachico, Montana, third. Campbell, PD T... 2 1 .500
Time, 9:51.8. Kemp, PSK 2 1 .500
120-yard high hurdles: Eiselein, Newton, PSK 11 5 .454
Montana, first; Brown, Montana, Wheaton, PDT . .. 9 4 .444
second; Chissus, Cheney, third. Hammer, S X -------- 9 4 .444
Time, 15.4 seconds. Stone, S X ----------- 9 4 .444
Teams to Play 
Second Round 
Of Tournament
Phi Dclts, Mavericks, Sigma Nu’s 
And Slg Eps Are Winners 
Of Tennis Matches
Phi Delta Theta, Maverick, Sig­
ma Nu and Sigma Phi Epsilon 
teams advanced to the second 
round of the Interfraternity tennis 
tournament as a result of the 
week-end play. The second round 
must be played this afternoon.
Mavericks won two of three 
matches from Sigma Chi. One of 
the matches was protested. Art 
Merrick beat Ed Jewett 6-3, 6-2 in 
the singles for the Sig win. John 
Forssen and Ben Martin beat 
George Nicholson and Dale Olsen 
5-7, 6-4, 6-3 in the doubles match. 
Vince Bull and Heath Bottomley 
beat A1 Angstman and Bill Lueck 
in the protested doubles match. 
Mavericks and Sig Eps meet in the 
second round.
Phi Delta The.ta beat Theta Chi 
in the two doubles matches. Lou 
Landstrom and George Reed beat 
Don Clapper and Charles Sweeney 
-3, 6-2. Biff Hall and Rollie Kraft 
beat Dwight Miller and Tom Wood 
3-6,6-2,6-2. Phi Delts play Sigma 
Nu in the second round.
Sig Eps beat Phi Sigs three 
straight. Ken Ingram trimmed 
George Moxness 7-5, 6-0 in the 
singles. Tom Bogardus and Don 
Lowry beat Jack Lynch and Bill 
Commings 6-1, 6-1. Ben Johnson 
and Jim Miller beat Dude Linde- 
berg and Bob Stoebe 7-5, 6-3.
Sigma Nu won two of three from 
SAE, taking the two doubles and 
dropping the single. Jack Chis­
holm beat Stan Ames 6-2, 6-2 in 
the singles. Norman Hansoif and 
Jack Kretzer beat John Hill and 
Jack Hogan 6-3, 6-2. A1 Karsted 
and Joe Burns beat Wilbur Wood 
and Stan Halvorson 6-3, 6-0.
Victors in the second round will 
m e e t  f o r  t h e  championship 
matches before Sunday.
Quality Kodak Finishing
If you want the best Kodak Fin­
ishing, bring your work to our 
store. We have no agents in 
town.
M c K A Y  A R T  CO.
220-yard low hurdles: Eiselein, 
Montana, first; Hileman, Montana, 
second; Chissus, Cheney, third. 
Time, 25.5 seconds.
Pole vault: Seyler, Montana, 
first; Farrier, Cheney, second; tie 
between Quinn, Jacoby, Montana, 
and Patterson, Cheney, for third. 
Height, 11 feet 9 inches.
High jump: Seyler, Montana, 
first; Burgess, Montana, second; 
Williams, Montana, third. Height, 
5 feet 11% inches.
Broad jump: Seyler,. Montana, 
first; Naslund, Cheney, second; 
Patterson, Cheney, third. Distance, 
21 feet 6% inches.
Shot put: Shaffer, Montana, 
first; Borck, Cheney, second; Laze- 
tich, Montana, third. Distance, 40 
feet 4 inches.
Discus: Felber, Cheney, first; 
Roberts, Montana, second; Shaffer, 
Montana, third. Distance, 125 feet 
2% inches.
Javelin: Holmquist, Montana, 
first; Boyk, Cheney, second; Shaf­
fer, Montana, third. Distance, 180 
feet 3 inches.
Relay: Cheney, first. Time,
3:29.2.
Campus Bowling Team 
Loses in Helena Meet
Montana State university’s bowl­
ing team failed to place at the Mon­
tana Bowling congress Friday in 
Helena. Grizzlies bowled 2,467 
pins, while Mike Murphy took high 
team honors with. 555 for three 
games.
The team was composed of Mike 
Murphy, T o m m y  Hartwig, Bob 
Flint, Don Geil and Chink Sey­
mour. Store board sponsored the 
team.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Borg Jewelry and 
Optical Co.
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted
Dr. E. L. Williams
Chiropractor 
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple ■— Phone 3735
Dr. W. H. Pardis
Chiropractor
Equipped with X-ray and 
Neurocalometer 
HAMMOND ARCADE
Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted 
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104
Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562 
Neurocalometer Service
Dr. A. E. Ostroot
Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient 
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.
Sander Johnson George Janke Frank Spon, Prop.
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL
TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Corner HlgglAs and Broadway
Brundage Leads 
In Interfratemity 
Batting Averages
Kruzic and Flint Tie for Second; 
Perfect Score by Panlson 
Is Disqualified
Lew Brundage, Sigma Chi pitch­
er, leads the Interfratemity league 
hitters with three hits out of four 
times at bat, according to Donald 
Sundquist, o f f i c i a l  scorekeeper. 
Mud Kruzic, ATO, and Hum Flint, 
Mavericks, are tied for second 
with .600 average.
James Paulson, Sigma Nu, has 
the highest average with one hit in 
one trip to the plate but has not 
played in enough games to count 
in- the standings. The top twelve
INTERFRATERNITT 
BASEBALL STANDINGS
Team— W. L. Pet.
Mavericks ..____ 4 0 1.000
ATO ......... ........ 4 0 1.000
Sigma Chi _____ 3 2 .600
Sigma Nu ____ 3 3 .500
SAE .......... ........3 3 .500
Phi Delts .... 2 2 .500
........i 3 .250
Phi S ig s__ ____ i 4 .200
Theta, Chi . 0 4 .000
Two Leaders 
Add Victories 
To Standings
Alpha Tau Omega and Maverick 
baseball teams continued to lead 
Interfratemity league as a result of 
week-end games. Mavericks took 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 10 to 6, and 
ATO beat Sigma Chi 8 to 5.
Mavericks 10, SAE 6
The Maverick rodeo came out of 
a five-inning hitting slump to beat 
out six runs in the second extra 
inning to down SAE’s Saturday. 
Mavericks went around the batting 
order with Elliott, Herbert, Dick 
Scheartl, Barrett, Vaupel and 
Johnny Scheartl scoring.
Sig Alphs rallied but could only 
push Nelson and Schulte across. 
Mavericks scored four runs in the 
first inning, with D. Scheartl, 
Rothwell, Barrett and Greene 
making the circuit.
SAEs Peterson and Bollinger 
crossed in the second and Bollinger 
and Bradley scored on errors in 
the third to tie the count. Pitchers 
Johnny Scheartl and Kink Schulte 
settled down for a duel until the 
seventh.
B a t t e r i e s :  Mavericks, Bays, 
Scheartl a n d  Rothwell; SAE, 
Schulte, Wamecke and Peterson.
ATO 8, Sigma Chi 5
Alpha Tau Omega stopped a Sig 
rally in the fifth with four runs to 
win Saturday morning. L u b i c k 
opened Tau scoring with a home- 
run drive over the left field bar­
rier in the first.
Morrow came home on O’Con­
nor’s single in the second. Roter­
ing scored on an out in the third, 
with Quam’s error bringing in 
Kruzic and Lubick. Quam made 
the first Sig run, coming home on
BLEND YOUR TOBACCO 
WITH THE HONEY
HoNBY in Yello-Bole 
im proves all tobaccos. You 
spend a t least $20 for tobacco in 
a year — $1 spent on Yello-Bole 
makes th a t $20 worth of tobacco 
taste twice as good I G et yours.
•BOLE
First Elimination 
To End Today
The all-school spring tennis 
tournament first-round elimina­
tions will be completed today on 
the university courts, with 29 can­
didates competing for the title. 
Winners will advance to the sec­
ond round that must be completed 
by Saturday.
Tournament officials seeded Bill 
Shallenberger, last year’s No. 1 
man; Don King, now in No. 1 posi­
tion, and Jack Chisholm, varsity 
No. 2 man.
Stone’s double in the fourth. In 
the Tau turn at bat Lubick drove 
Chouinard and’ Rotering home and 
then scored on an error.
An error at short let Hills, Ham­
mer and Bedard home in the fifth. 
Marsh came in on Blahnik’s Texas 
leaguer to end the rally.
Batteries: ATO, Poe, Lubick and 
Morrow; Sigma Chi, Tidball and 
Hammer.
SAE 7, Theta Chi 3
Sigma Alpha Epsilon overcame 
a two-run lead in the third inning 
to beat Theta Chi 7-3 Friday. The 
SAE hitting spree scored Bollin­
ger, Schulte, Williams, Blewett 
and Higham.
Peterson, Thompson and Seyler 
scored for Theta Chi in the second 
and fifth innings. Bradley and
(Continued on Page Four)
KAIMIN SPORTS A TEAR AGO
Student Store baseball tossers 
join the Montana State league. 
Twenty-five players turn out for 
the first practice; regulars beat 
rookies 5-1, Guy Rogers averting 
a shutout with a homcrun. Frank 
Clapp, shooting a 77 for 18 holes, 
wins the all-university golf cham­
pionship. Clapp receives a belt 
and buckle set as well as a Bobby 
Jones golf club presented by the 
golf management. Montana’s shut­
tle hurdle relay teams registers the 
lone Grizzly points in the Drake 
Relays at Des Moines, Iowa. The 
hurdling quartet, Doug Brown, 
Claire Nybo, A1 Eiselein and Bob 
Hileman, placed third in 480-yard 
specialty. Herb Dana notifies Lefty 
Hoagland of officials for five Griz­
zly grid games.
WESTINGHOUSE 
WASHING MACHINE
For a  limited tim e we will allow up to  
$26.00 for old washing machines in 
good running order. Now is the  time 
to get rid  of th a t old machine of yours 
before it  stops and will no t bring you 
anything. Phone 8333 o r call a t
Barthel Hardware
Keep your radio dial set on
1260
Tour friendly Columbia station
BRUSH STROKE STRIPES
^ PHOENIX
Fashion bays, "Bright colors." 
Phoenix says, "Here they are!"
35c. (3 pairs $1.00)
In Regular Lengths 
and Koolies . . . 
every pair with 
"Extra-mileage" 
wear.
Still
C r y in ’
Just take a look at today’s advertising. Some peo­
ple must think the student body has gone bankrupt. 
A few business men know where a good share of their 
business comes from; others don’t . . .
Oh, yes, I’ve heard about ’cessions an’ slumps an’ 
all the other excuses, but they don’t go! Not so long 
as 2,000 college men and women are buying in Mis­
soula for nine months.
v And, sez I, the solution to this advertising business 
is : BUY FROM THOSE WHO ADVERTISE IN THE 
KAIMIN. GET THE AD-READING HABIT!
THE MONTANA KAIMIN
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Glossy Wraps 
Are Designed 
By Masquers
Crackle of cellophane will sym­
bolize the whisper of scandal as 
Masquer actors strut behind the 
f o o t l i g h t s  in Sheridan’s “The 
School for Scandal,” May 5 and 6, 
in the Student Union theater.
Jean Sandburg, designer of the 
play’s 19 specially made costumes, 
is now at work with her assistants 
covering the eighteenth century 
clothes with 21,000 square feet of 
cellophane held together by 6,000 
inches of Scotch tape.
Cellophane covers for each cos­
tume must be tailored as carefully 
as the costumes themselves and 
must provide for b e n d s  and 
stretches, especially in the knee- 
breeches.
Maria, the play’s only natural 
character, will wear no cellophane, 
while glitter and rustle of the other 
18 costumes will bring out strongly 
the contrasting artificiality of the 
other characters.
Miss Sandburg, who worked on 
her costume designs for several 
months, copied the general lines of 
her patterns from eighteenth cen­
tury paintings, but added a modem 
note by accenting the distinctive 
points of each costume.
“It’s like gettting into a piece of 
paper,” said Actor Tom Campbell 
Sunday afternoon as he tried on 
the, blue coat and breeches of 
Charles Surface.
“Magnifique!” exclaimed Ward­
robe Mistress L e i  a Hoffstot as 
Campbell came crackling out of 
the dressing room, a c o m p l e t e  
eighteenth century gallant, except 
for the white wigs which every 
character except Maria and the 
maid will wear.
“Anybody got a shoehorn?” in­
quired Campbell, struggling into 
the blue-enameled shoes which 
complete his costume. All the 
players will wear shoes painted to 
match their clothes.
Accessories to the costumes in­
clude rings and snuff-boxes for the 
men, jewelled head-dresses and 
other ornaments for the women. 
Boyd Cochrell, as Snake, the wily 
gossip-peddler, will add a green 
ring to each forefinger to set off 
his green costume.
Costumes required 150 yards of 
cloth; bright colors for important 
characters, soberer s h a d e s  for 
lesser lights.
To style long hair for attractive 
spring wear.
Verene’s Beauty Studio
408 South Sixth Street East 
Four blocks from North Hall 
Phone 4521
Meeting Will Be 
Thursday Night
Montana’s chapter of Thu Kappa 
Alpha, national honorary speech 
fraternity, will meet 9 o’clock 
Thursday night in the seminar 
room of the library for the nom­
ination of new members, Execu­
tive Secretary Roger Hoag an­
nounced yesterday.
“Present members will nominate 
candidates for membership in Tau 
Kappa Alpha,” Hoag said. “New 
members will be announced at | 
Awards convocation, but initia-, 
tions will not be until next fall.” 
Other business of the meeting 
will include the discussion of the 
meeting of the Montana Intercol­
legiate Oratorical association here • 
Saturday.
Speech Head 
Writes Article 
For Magazine
“The Speaker” Publishes 
Holm’s Dissertation 
On Criticism
James N. Holm, instructor _ in 
speech, has published an article, 
“A Progressive Form of the Speech 
Criticism Blank,” in the latest issue 
of The Speaker, quarterly publica­
tion of Tau Kappa Alpha, national 
honorary speech fraternity.
Holm, w h o s e  book, “How to 
Judge Speech Contests,” came from 
the presses last month, shows in 
this article how speech teachers 
should move progressively from 
the simpler to the more compli­
cated type of speech, both in teach­
ing and criticizing.
“The idea,” says Holm in the 
article, “can readily be adapted to 
any course in public Speaking.”
Holm classifies speeches as “The 
Speech to Achieve Simplicity and 
Directness,” “The S p e e c h  to 
Achieve Technique” and “The 
Speech to Achieve Impressiveness.” 
Each type, Holm says, should be 
criticized on the basis of different 
criteria according to difficulty of 
the speech.
MANY ADULTS WANT
CLASSES IN SHORTHAND
(Continued from Page One)
rect result of the questionnaire, 
WPA officials state. More classes 
will be organized as soon as quali­
fied teachers can be assigned and 
additional classrooms provided.
In the survey interest was shown 
in 50 subjects under social educa­
tion; 40 subjects, cultural educa­
tion; 32, vocational, and 20, house­
hold arts. In the'tabulations any 
course receiving less than 16 checks 
was eliminated.
Anyone interested in the job of 
South hall medical proctor should 
see Dr. Hesdorffer.
T Y P E W R I T E R S
Sold — Rented—Repaired
CONVENIENT TERMS
Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade Phone 2457
UCl f S
THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
PHONE 2179
PIAI
BETTER MEATS
We have meats that are outstanding values. For bet­
ter, more wholesome, and, best of all, appetizing meals 
come to us. You will enjoy eating meats picked for their 
quality and inspected to insure your health.
JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.
115 W. Front St.—Phone 2181
Branch — MODEL MARKET — Phone 2835
SAE O pens 
Softball Race 
With Victory
Foresters Beat South Hall 
Seconds; Press Club 
Ten Defaults
Sigma Alpha Epsilon opened the 
University Softball league race 
with a 5 to 1 victory over Phi Sig­
ma Kappa Saturday afternoon on 
the intramural field. Phi Delta 
Theta plays the law school this 
afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Wilbur Wood smashed out a 
triple and Brownie Slusher fielded 
well for the SAE’s. Phi Sigma 
Kappa got its lone run in the first 
inning.
Foresters 5, South Hall 2 
Haripar pitched the Foresters to 
a victory over the fast South Hall 
Seconds Sunday morning. Hari- 
par’s fast ball held them in all but 
the second inning, when the dorm 
men walked in for two tallies.
Student Store women led their 
division as the result of a forfeit 
by the Press Club team. The M 
Club-North Hall Seconds game 
was postponed.
Games This Week 
Tuesday—4 o’clock, Law vs. Phi 
D e 11 s . Wednesday — 4 o’clock, 
North Hall Firsts vs. Corbin. 
Thursday—4 o’clock, Stan Shaw’s 
Grizzlies vs. Phi Sigs. Friday—4 
o’clock, Delta Gamma vs. North 
Hall Seconds. Saturday — 9:30 
o’clock, SAE vs. South Hall; 10:30 
o’clock, Forestry vs. Law; 1:30 
o'clock, Phi Deltx vs. Grizzlies; 2:30 
o’clock, M Club vs. Student Store. 
Sunday—10 o’clock, Delta Gamma 
vs. North Hall Seconds; 11 o’clock, 
North Hall Firsts vs. Press Club. 
Monday—4 o’clock, Corbin Hall 
vs. M Club.
Reds Overwhelm 
Whites by 13-0
(Continued from Pace  Three)
for a touchdown. Jenkin’s kick 
was wide.
Whites failed to gain as Reds 
gave an impressive show of line 
work. Reds could not advance and 
punted. Both teams were playing 
heads-up b a l l  on pass defense. 
Whites substituted freely and Jen- 
kin ran 20 yards in the remaining 
seconds of the half.
Rolston Shifted
Tommy Rolston was shifted to 
the Whites and injected power into 
the o f f e n s i v e  with off-tackle 
spurts. After a punting contest, a 
wide pass from center gave Whites 
possession of the ball on the Reds’ 
15-yard line. T h r e e  smashes 
brought seven yards, then Tabarac- 
ci fell on a fumbled ball on the 
eight-yard line.
In the final quarter elusive Fred 
Jenkin flipped a touchdown pass 
to Dolan, but a backfield-in-mo- 
tion penalty nullified the play. 
Whites again found the Red wall 
too stiff and punted. Reds lost 
ground on two downs, and kicked. 
Jenkin snared a White pass and 
ran to the three-yard line. Here 
the Whites stiffened and thwarted 
three Red touchdown attempts.
Lineups
Reds— Dolan, Tabaracci, ends; 
Karlsgodt, Narbutas, Forte, tackles; 
R o g e r  Lundberg, Van Bramer, 
guards; Thornally, center; Ogle, 
Jenkin, Morris, Normandeau, Billy 
Rolston, Nugent, Tom Rolston and 
Martin, backfield.
Whites — Olson, Gutz, Rooley, 
Mufich, ends; Cahoon, O’Donnell, 
tackles; Spelman, Edwards, She- 
gina, guards; Hall, Neil Johnson, 
center; Williams, Leonard John­
son, Searles, Dowling, Riveland and 
Murray, backfield.
Referee, C. Whittinghill; umpire, 
Pomajevich.
FORESTRY CLUB ELECTS
STOEBE AS PRESIDENT
Bob Stoebe, Miles City, was 
elected president of Forestry club 
at its Thursday meeting. Other 
new officers are Kenneth Lewis, 
Lavina, vice-president; D o n a l d  
Lynch, Missoula, secretary; Rob­
ert Milodragovich, treasurer, and 
John Milodragovich, a s s i s t a n t  
treasurer.
. COMPLETE 
BANKING SERVICE
The Western Montana 
National Bank
Missoula, Montana
MONTANA TEACHERS
Free enrollment. Register now 
for 1938. 23 years Superior 
Service. Member .N. A. T. A.
Huff Teachers Agency
Just off the Campus 
University Avenue and Helen
Communications
(Continued from  Pane Two)
only one way—make it a personal 
point to drop in the store and pay 
your 50 cents, get your green tag 
to signify that you have co­
operated, and wear that tag.
BOB WALKER.
Compulsory ROTC would ap­
pear to be based on the assumption 
that war is intrinsically a good 
thing. The alternative assumptions 
are that we need a large army to 
defend ourselves against aggres­
sion, or that we intend to attack 
some other people.
' That t h e  f i r s t  alternative 
premise is false is shown, first by 
our past history. The United States 
has never fought a war that could 
not have been avoided. We have 
always been the aggressor in that 
we have taken the first step that 
made war inevitable. The War .of 
the Revolution was fought over the 
question, ostensibly, of taxation 
without representation, but Great 
Britain offered to let us tax our­
selves if we were unwilling to be 
taxed by parliament. At the last 
moment further offers of concilia­
tion were extended which again 
we refused.
The war of 1812 was supposedly 
fought to protect American ship­
ping and sailors, yet the classes 
engaged in commerce were the 
ones most opposed to the war, and 
in the treaty that ended the war 
no mention was made of the causes 
for which, ostensibly, we went to 
war.
When we entered the Spanish- 
American war Spain had conceded 
all that we were asking for the 
Cubans before ever the president 
sent his message to congress ask­
ing for a declaration qf war. And 
so it has been with all our wars. 
Never a war that was caused by 
unprovoked aggression against the 
United States. Are we now weaker 
than in 1812 or in 1898 that we 
should fear invasion? Are we less 
well prepared now than then? Are 
we now in greater danger of un­
provoked aggression; now, when 
our navy is equalled only by Great 
Britain’s?
From whence must we fear in­
vasion? F r o m  Canada? From 
Mexico? Any invasion of the 
United States must come from 
across sea. And any nation suc­
cessfully to attack us from the sea 
must have either a strong naval 
base in our immediate vicinity, or 
a navy twice the strength of our 
own. What nation has these ad­
vantages? Not Japan, not Ger­
many, not Italy, not even England. 
Yet for an enemy navy to over­
come our navy in its home waters, 
it must have one of these advan­
tages. Our army cannot come into 
defensive use until one of these 
conditions is met. Yet no nation, 
save possibly Great Britain, has a 
naval base in our waters nor any 
likelihood of acquiimg one. Great 
Britain alone has a navy that 
equals ours. Why then the army?
The only answer can be that we 
need a large army to invade some 
other country, or that we believe 
war to be intrinsically a good, and 
that therefore as many as possible 
of our youth should be trained to 
enjoy that good. Let us consider 
the first of these alternatives. Per­
haps we are training our youth in 
ROTC and in CMTC in order to 
invade some other country. Per­
haps we intend to invade and sub­
jugate Japan. For what purpose 
would we do that? Obviously for 
either her land or her resources. 
The latter are too scanty to justify 
the necessary expense. Perhaps 
we want her land then. But what 
will we do with the Japanese who 
already occupy it, for it already is 
occupied to capacity. I suppose 
that we will drop them into the 
sea with stones tied to their necks, 
just as we treat surplus kittens, for 
certainly we cannot hope to kill 
them all off in a war, unless we 
direct a war of extermination 
against them, and that would be 
very costly. It would be much 
cheaper to drop them into the sea. 
Or perhaps we want some of the 
land of China. But it would cost 
so much to keep and besides we 
have now more land than we are 
using. .
If we do not need an army for 
defensive purposes and if we are 
not going to seize the land of some 
other people, for what are we 
training all these officers? It must 
be that after all war is an intrinsic 
good and we are preparing all 
these fine young men to partici­
pate in that good, to enjoy it to the 
full. But why limit it to these few? 
If war is an intrinsic good, as it 
would appear and the dictators of 
Europe are right, let us extend 
that good to all. Let us install uni­
versal compulsory military train­
ing. Moreover, if war is itself good, 
we ought to have more of it. Let 
us pass an amendment to the con­
stitution permitting the various 
states to engage in war with each 
other. If these things were done, 
all would have a chance to enjoy
Winner
Doris Quaintance, Boulder, is the 
new Co-ed Colonel. Her election 
by officers In the Grizzly battalion 
of ROTC was announced at the an­
nual Military ball Saturday night.
Dance Team 
Will Appear
' (Continued from  Page One)
period of 1830 which follows, Ta­
mara wears a lavender bouffant 
gown and poke bonnet and her 
partner a court costume of sky- 
blue coat, and cream pantaloons.
“Blue Danube” Costume
In Strauss’ “Blue Danube” Ta­
mara appears in red and white 
full-skirted frock with red gloves 
and slippers, opposite a partner in 
white uniform and scarlet cloak of 
a Hussar, of the Old Guard. In the 
Spanish numbers, Tamstra wears 
a brilliantly designed gown of red 
and yellow and Fowler dons the 
authoritative male Spanish cos­
tume.
The program for tonight is Se- 
creto Eterno, Jose Enriquez; Ga­
votte, Percy Weinrich; The Blue 
Danube, Johann Strauss; Valse 
Triste, Sibelius; Modern Fantasy, 
Nacio Brown; Las Sevillanas, 
popular; La Farruca, Albeniz; La 
Corrida, Romero; Cordoba, Al­
beniz; Bulerian, Valverde; Aleg- 
rias, Romero; Tango de Salon— 
1938, Dias Filiberto; Tango de 
Salon—1913, Villodo; Satire, The 
Debutante.
William Kulkman, their accom­
panist, will play the following 
solos; Polichinelle, Rachmaninoff; 
Scherzo, Mendelssohn; Viva Na­
varra, Larregla; Layenda and Se­
villa, Albeniz.
CLUB WILL SPONSOR
SPEAKER FROM VASSAR
(Continued from Pago One) t
s t u d e n t  tour of Europe by the 
American Student Union this sum­
mer. She has been a contributor 
to many liberal publications.
Miss Yard's father is Dr. James 
N. Yard, formerly head of the For­
eign Missionary service, later of 
the department of theology at 
Northwestern university and now 
a professor at the Union Theology 
seminary in Chicago.
"Miss Yard’s talk is part of the 
International Relations club policy 
of presenting all viewpoints on 
current questions in an endeavor 
to stimulate thinking. In conjunc­
tion,with this program, the dub 
has presented C. J. Doherty, com­
mander' of Hellgate post of the 
American Legion; Congressman 
Jerry J. O’Connell and Sir Herbert 
Ames,” Coombs said.
None of these meetings are re­
stricted to members of the dub and 
students, faculty or townspeople 
are invited, Coombs said.
PETERSON IS CANDIDATE
Phil Peterson will ,be fourth 
candidate for the two positions as 
senior Central board delegates, in­
stead of Kirk Hills,' as earlier re­
ported.
the pleasures of war and we would 
not be unjustly confining the en­
joyment of a good to a privileged 
class as at present we obviously 
are doing.
KEITH H. COOK.
Classified Ads
ATTENTION university seniors 
and graduates seeking employ­
ment: The American Student Al­
liance offers you contacts with the 
l e a d i n g  industrial organizations 
throughout the entire country. For 
additional information a d d r e s s  
American Student Alliance, .754 
Holly Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota, 
enclosing 10 cents correspondence 
charge. 26-29-3
LOST—Set of vertebrate embry­
ology drawings. Return to Uni- 
;rsity phone booth; reward.
Two Leaders
Add Victories
(Continued from  Page Three)
Blewett crossed the plate for SAE 
in the fourth.
Batteries: SAE, Williams and 
Peterson; Theta Chi, Tabor and 
Bone.
SAE 8, Slg Eps 6
SAE piled up four runs in the 
fourth inning and held SigJSps to 
two in the fifth to win Sunday’s 
game. SAE started the scoring in 
the second inning when Bollinger 
and Hlgham scored on overthrows 
at third.
Kellner scored on Hunt’s hit, 
Lowry went home on a wild pitch, | 
Hunt scored on Wysel’s double and 
Krell crossed on a bad throw home 
to put Sig Eps out in front in the 
fourth. Kellner and Helm started 
a rally with runs in the fifth but 
failed to top the SAE lead.
Batteries: SAE, Williams, War- 
necke, Hlgham, Schulte and Peter­
son; Sig Eps, Helm and Miller.
Sigma Nu 2, Phi Sigs 0
Sigma Nu capitalized on an 
error and a hit to beat Phi Sigma 
Kappa Sunday afternoon. Miller 
tripled in the first and scored on 
an error.
Paulson tripled in the fifth and 
came home on Marcus’ 'single. 
Pitcher Jiggs Marcus retired the 
weak end of the Phi Sig order to 
finish the game.
Batteries: Sigma Nu, Marcus 
and Thomson; Phi Sigs, Salansky 
and Barer.
Games This Week
Tuesday—4 o’clock, ATO vs. 
Theta Chi; umpire, Wysel. Wed­
nesday—4 o’clock, Mavericks vs. 
Phi Sigs; umpire, Ahders. Thurs­
day—4 o’clock, Sigma Chi vs. SAE; 
umpire, Wysel. Friday—4 o’clock, 
Sig Eps vs. Sigma Nu; umpire, 
Flynn. Saturday—10 o’clock, Phi 
Delts vs. Phi Sigs; umpire, Wysel. 
1 o’clock, ATO vs. SAE; umpire, 
Mariana; 4 o’clock, Theta Chi vs. 
Sig Eps; umpire, Flynn. Sunday— 
9 o’clock, Mavericks vs. Sigma Chi; 
umpire, Ahders. 11 o’clock, Sigma 
Nu vs. ATO; umpire, Wysel. 3 
o’clock, Mavericks vs. Sig Eps; 
umpire, Flynn.
Mines School 
Will Be H ost 
To Diplomat
James Gerard Will Speak 
Before 1938 Class 
In Butte June 3
James W. Gerard, war-time am­
bassador to Germany and diplomat, 
will speak at the Montana School 
of Mines’ annual commencement 
June 3, according to an announce­
ment made Sunday by President 
Francis A. Thompson. The sub­
ject of the guest speaker's address 
has not been announced.
President Thompson, comment­
ing upon the choice of the speaker, 
pointed out Gerard’s distinguished 
record as a representative of the 
United States in Germany from 
July, 1913, to February, 1917. He 
defended this, country’s rights in 
Germany during the war-time 
period.
Besides representing this coun­
try, Gerard had charge of many of 
the Allied interests in Germany. He 
also devoted much time and energy 
to securing mqre humane treat­
ment for prisoners of war. As a 
result several European countries 
have conferred decorations on Ger­
ard, according to Dr. Thompson.
A native of New York state, the 
war-time ambassador graduated 
from Columbia university in 1890 
and received his master’s degree 
the following year. The degree of 
law was received in 1892 from the 
New York Law school. Gerard 
uracticed law from 1899 to 1908 
and served as justice on the New 
York Supreme court until 1913 
After returning to the U n i t e d  
States in 1917 he resigned from the 
service and returned to his law 
practice.
Gerard will be accompanied by 
his wife when he visits the Butte 
engineering college. Mrs. Gerard 
was Miss Mary A. Daly, daughter 
of the late Butte mine owner, Mar­
cus Daly.
Building Project 
May Be Begun
Staff members of the Sluice Box 
will meet today at 5 o’clock in the 
Eloise Knowles room to discuss the 
Interscholastic edition.
Panhellenic council will meet 
Wednesday night, Marion Nanker- 
vis, president, announced yester­
day.
Phi Sigma, national biological 
honorary, will meet at 7:15 o’clock 
tonight in the Natural Science 
building.
Student-Faculty council w i l l  
meet at 7:30 o’clock Thursday 
night in the law building for elec­
tion of officers.
Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman 
women honorary, will meet Wed­
nesday night. Plans for a fresh­
man women’s breakfast will be 
discussed.
Twenty-four co-eds 5 feet 4 
inches interested in taking part in 
the May Pole dance are asked to 
report to the Women’s gym at 5 
o’clock today.
building would provide not only 
better chemistry and pharmacy la 
boratories, but also much-needed 
classroom space for other courses
BELL TO BE CONDUCTOR
Clarence Bell, university band 
director, will be guest conductor at 
the Williston, N o r t h  Dakota, 
Junior Band association conven­
tion May 21.
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before Congress, passes. This in­
formation is part of a survey con­
ducted for Congress to determine 
status of PWA proposals through­
out the country.
Chances for getting the building 
are “very favorable” if PWA is 
prolonged, according to President 
George Finlay Simmons. Senator 
James E. Murray has promised to 
urge the allotment if funds be­
come available.
Acting on orders from Washing­
ton, regional directors of PWA 
last week requested the nation’s 
fifteen to twenty thousand projects 
to report their standings. In Mon­
tana, of the state’s more than 200 
proposals, 29, including the uni­
versity building, replied that work 
could begin as soon as funds came. 
The chemistry-pharmacy project 
has passed a Supreme court test 
case.
’ Fifty-five per cent of the build­
ing’s cost will be a loan, 45 per cent 
a grant.
Construction of the building now 
would provide needed work for a 
number of skilled and common la­
borers, according to Wallace Bren­
nan, Missoula member of the State 
Board of Education. Both Bren­
nan and Dr. Simmons have been 
keeping the proposal for the struc­
ture alive with trips, letters and 
telegrams to Washington.
A new building is necessary to 
replace the present unventilated 
and dangerous structure, Brennan 
said. With wooden interior con­
struction and a single set of steep, 
narrow stairs, the 40-y ea r-o ld  
building presents a constant fire 
hazard, according to the state board 
member.
Brennan emphasized that a new
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